
In Time.  
Electro-nourishment is equivalent to [el-i] of wavelength culture (parallel) [+H].  
 
El- electro magnitude  
Impulsive magnitude- insufficient amount of electrons to equalize (tw time wasted) to 3° pt 
measurement of hyperglycémie (hyfer) -by surrounding cultures- index - Neoplasmic cultures 
taken i. Its suv integral [integrity]. U.  
 
Emotional disturbances to healing processes (adjoining cultures) entry levels A - must in 
nitrogen 7 variables rats.  
Innocence to adjustment rates. (Angles of perception 3rd) sb  
 
Electromagnetic squares, determining factors - Nitrogen (ii) placement in body. 
 
Eii- wavelengths (cohesive massticity) 
Cii- electromagnetic brain waves suv converted to light years (integral respect) [evolution].  
Sii- thé equivocal amount of energy [neurons] that electrons use to absorb their own integral 
weight.  
 
Ne inertia 
[he]N4-5  
Energy—-> pt blank—-> involvement Ù. 
 
Sr in degrees of fairness ——> Nr (subatomical)—-> (Nr-) of Subatomic pressures I consistent 
culture——> memory.  
 
Memory State processes——> carbon-15 ——> 1.po (1.09) ———> positive réaction.  
 
Unified energy 
Eternity to life in integral respeçt  
Left ca-natal ion.  
Left radial conjunction U 
 
Hydrochloric —-> vastness—-> ratio—-> pt blank (distance ———> y——-> solidity) aerial 
conjunction [median].  
 
Unit Squared.  
Gravitational pulls to equal awareness (Ur) from ground (equal pulls geometry) ——> movement 
[absurd]—-> elasticity (light years in radiation) I to [Quality-H]. Of unified perplexity. [pt 
principle].  
 
The radiation evolvement to time cannot be released to carbon due to [L] but reciprocated back 
at reFLUX [u] systems. M|>2Ir(s) (2) Integral squares  



Lucidity li———>il integrity, ph in g.  
 
How memory reacts in time 
Nr material.  
Er weight. Juice. Nitronic [reduced] reflective states in the back to energy reflective states full 
frontal; Br. Electricity.  
Expands and recedes. To light. Neoplasmic cultures taken i. 
 
Formula P 
Hydrogen——-> estrogen———> 3/3 chemicals in nitrogen (submotonic weight—> hypothesis 
—> Hydrogen -P.  
 
Electrical pulls——-> electrical crosscurrents—-> N——> (u,lo°,g)——> Y  
Grade A proportion.  
 
G base proportion.  
Coordinate H. Chlorophyll in x-Y light r.  
 
3/3 adjoining cultures - pH consistency U. -11.  [-L].  
Nr adjoining weight. Eע—-> h hydroconversions. X. (-y) 
Hע ——> heat resource [sea] 
Lע——> longitudinal suction’s 
Eע——-> energy transferences.  
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